**Company Name** | **Proposal Acronym** | **Short Description** | **Recommended Financing Type** | **Website** | **Country**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
IGNION SL | AKSJA | Advanced and novel technologies for secure retail by energy harvesting | Blended finance | www.ignion.io | Spain
ALIVE | AVR | Advanced Radiology and Energy Management Systems for secure retail by energy harvesting | Blended finance | www.avrinternational.com | Belgium
TOOMAIL | SE | Unlocking cloud technology to facilitate OMG (Open Mogul) for a future of start up and small retail mobility | Grant first | https://www.toomail.com/ | Brazil
TOINSERVE | DBR | Next generation eco-friendly packaging systems | Blended finance | www.toinserve.com.br | Brazil
TRANSERIES-AD | Transeris | All-in-one platform that optimizes ordering and asset management by leveraging the power of artificial intelligence and digital intelligence | Blended finance | https://www.transerises.com/ | Bulgaria
Easy Technologies VGN | EVAAN | Upgradable oil skimmer system for effective transportation | Blended finance | www.easytechnologies.vgn.com | Germany
SHEEP | SHER | Sheep independent mobility to the blind and visually impaired using wearable remote touch sensing technology | Grant only | www.7sheep.com | Estonia
VITAL | VITAL | The VITAL-oft against Family for persistent pelvic pain disease | Blended finance | http://vital.org.uk | United Kingdom
SERENITY | SERE | Serenity, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.serenityurope.com | Belgium
SUROS | SSS | SUROS, the next generation of wireless monitoring for healthcare | Grant only | www.suros.com | United States
Silence Sound | Sense | Sense independent mobility to the blind and visually impaired using wearable remote touch sensing technology | Grant only | www.7sheep.com | Estonia
INNOVATION | INNO | Innovative single-cell RNA-seq kit to detect the rarer and more significant cellular genomic expressions | Grant first | www.5sense.com | United Kingdom
DEMOQC | S7 | DEMOQC, a new approach to fight cancer by using nanoparticles for the detection of cancer in water | Grant first | www.demoqc.org | France
7Sense | 7SENSE | 7Sense independent mobility to the blind and visually impaired using wearable remote touch sensing technology | Grant only | www.7sheep.com | Estonia
CD20CARNAPT | CD20C | CD20CARNAPT - A novel cancer targeting technology for sustainable production of active pharmaceutical ingredients in a cost effective and low cost approach | Grant first | www.20carnapt.com | France
7SENSE | 7SENSE | 7SENSE independent mobility to the blind and visually impaired using wearable remote touch sensing technology | Grant only | www.7sheep.com | Estonia
Kunststoffe | Kunststoffe | Kunststoffe independent mobility to the blind and visually impaired using wearable remote touch sensing technology | Grant only | www.7sheep.com | Estonia
ELI-BIO | ELIBIO | ELI-BIO, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.eli-bio.com | Belgium
ENVOLA | ENVOLA | ENVOLA, the next generation of wireless monitoring for healthcare | Grant only | www.envola.eu | United Kingdom
Smart PHotonic devices Using Novel metamaterials | | | | | France
Nanomaterials | | | | | France
Chloride TECHNOLOGIES | CHLORIDE | Chloride TECHNOLOGIES, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.chloride.com | United States
EcoPlastomer | ECOPLASTOMER | EcoPlastomer, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ecoplastomer.eu | France
RISQY | RISQY | RISQY, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.risyq.com | France
Laser | LASER | Laser, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.laser.com | United States
MetaMaterials | MM | MetaMaterials, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.metamaterials.com | United States
Fiberoptic | FIBER | Fiberoptic, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.fiberoptic.com | United States
Mohulab | MOHLAB | Mohulab, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.mohulab.com | United States
NANOGENA | NANOL | NANOGENA, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.nanogena.com | United States
Promethion | PROMETION | Promethion, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.promethion.com | United States
Thericon | THERICON | Thericon, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.thericon.com | France
avito.de | AVITO | Avito.de, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.avito.de | France
VeraFlora | VERAFLORA | VeraFlora, a new product category | Grant only | www.veraflora.com | France
Diving | DIV | Diving, a new product category | Grant only | www.diving.com | France
Evolon GmbH | EVO | Evolon GmbH, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.evolon.com | United States
Lukas GmbH | LUKAS | Lukas GmbH, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.lukas-gmbh.de | Germany
KEV | KEV | KEV, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.kev.com | France
EcoLab | ECOLAB | EcoLab, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ecolab.com | United States
iKnow | IKNOW | iKnow, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ikon.com | France
Datec | DATEC | Datec, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.datec.com | France
Multihub | MULTIHUB | Multihub, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.multihub.com | United States
NARGEN | NARGEN | NARGEN, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.nargen.com | France
THOMAS | THOMAS | THOMAS, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.thomas.com | France
XpressTec | XPRESSTEC | XpressTec, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.xpresstec.com | France
GeoModel | GEO | GeoModel, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.geomodel.com | France
COMMENTS | COMMENTS | COMMENTS, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.comments.com | France
CT Equipment | CT | CT Equipment, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ctequipment.com | France
Visual Medical Center | VIS | Visual Medical Center, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.visualeurope.com | United States
Athina | ATH | Athina, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.athina.com | France
DUETHERMAL | DURETHERMAL | DUETHERMAL, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.duethermal.com | Germany
Big Data | BIG DATA | Big Data, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.bigdata.com | United States
AMed | Amed | AMed, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.amed.com | United States
Neuropeutics | NEURO | Neuropeutics, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.neuropeutics.com | United States
iBEMS-SeLiBat | iBEMS-SeLiBat | iBEMS-SeLiBat, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ibems-selibat.com | France
Bioworks | BIOWORKS | Bioworks, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.bioworks.com | United States
FAIR | FAIR | FAIR, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.fair.com | France
BEACON | BEACON | BEACON, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.beacon.com | United States
Bayer | BAYER | Bayer, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.bayer.com | France
Astellas | ASTELLAS | Astellas, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.astellas.com | United States
Sakowin | SAKOWIN | Sakowin, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.sakowin.com | France
Varna | VARNA | Varna, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.varna.com | France
Nitro | NITRO | Nitro, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.nitro.com | France
CARBONCAPS | CARBONCAPS | CARBONCAPS, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.carboncaps.com | France
ITANK: a new approach to fight cancer by using nanoparticles for the detection of cancer in water | Grant only | www.itankeurope.com | United States
CH-Bioforce | CH-BIOFORCE | CH-Bioforce, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ch-bioforce.com | United States
Dermagnostix GmbH | DERMAGNOSTIX | Dermagnostix GmbH, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.dermagnostix.com | United States
Charm | CHARM | Charm, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.charm.com | France
RATKAM | RATKAM | RATKAM, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.ratkam.com | France
MAGICAL | MAGICAL | MAGICAL, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.magical.com | France
Muktshila | MUKTSHILA | Muktshila, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.muktshila.com | United States
RECOMEDIC | RECOMEDIC | RECOMEDIC, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.recomedic.com | United States
LAYER® | LAYER | LAYER, the new age of personalized and effective action medicine | Grant only | www.layer.com | France
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